


Available in:
30l Keg – (S connector)

12 x 440ml Cans
24 x 440ml Cans 

 
Hops: Tettnang

Malt: Pilsner, Vienna,
Dextrin

Allergens: Malted Barley
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Ascension is a Kölsch style lager made with a specially selected top
fermenting German Ale yeast. Brewed like an ale, and conditioned like
a lager, Ascension is clean, crisp and refreshing. Tettnang hops provide
light herbal notes and a satisfying slightly bitter finish that leaves you

pining for another sip. A perfect beer for any time of day.
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ASCENSION



Available in:
30l Keg – (S connector)

12 x 440ml Cans
24 x 440ml Cans

Hops: Hallertau Mittelfrüh
Malt: Bohemian Pilsner,

Vienna, Dextrin
Allergens: Malted Barley
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Beautifully balanced Munich style lager. Full bodied and slightly sweet, Halo
is bittered with the most noble of hops, Hallertau Mittelfrüh for that

quintessential Bavarian flavour, before undertaking the crucial extensive
lagering period. Our Helles is naturally carbonated by the yeast to create

lovely soft bubbles for the most pleasant drinking experience. Only the finest
German malt and hops go into our premium lager, and you’ll thank us for it

when you try it.
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HALO



Available in:
30l Keg – (S connector)

12 x 440ml Cans
24 x 440ml Cans

Hops: Hallertau Mittelfrüh
Malt: Wheat, Pilsner,

Dextrin
Allergens: Wheat, Malted

Barley
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Our Hackney take on a traditional Hefeweizen. Expect the usual fruit and spice
of a wheat beer with subtle orange and lemon flavours to give this old

favourite an East London twist. Expect a gloriously hazy pour with a fluffy
white head. Once you take your first sip you’ll be delighted by the slightly tart
tang of the wheat and the unmistakeable hit of banana and clove provided by
the yeast. Best served in a tall vase style glass for the most authentic drinking
experience, St Clements is the ultimate refreshment, whether enjoyed beside

the Rhine or the Thames.
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ST CLEMENTS



Available in:
30l Keg – (S connector)

12 x 440ml Cans
24 x 440ml Cans

Hops: Citra, Azacca,
Amarillo

Malt: Extra Pale, Torrified
Oats, Vienna, Torrefied

Wheat
Allergens: Malted Barley,

Oats, Wheat 
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Perfectly sessionable pale ale with laid back bitterness and plenty of
American hops for a punchy fruit flavour. Expect tangerine, tropical fruit

and a refreshing grapefruit finish. We wanted Renaissance to be the perfect
balance of big flavour and easy drinkability, this is a beer that can satisfy
your lust for hops and still leave you wanting another. The perfect beer to

accompany a lengthy catch-up with good friends.
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RENAISSANCE



Available in:
30l Keg – (S connector)

12 x 440ml Cans
24 x 440ml Cans

Hops: Simcoe, Hallertau
Blanc, El Dorado

Malt: Pale, Munich, Wheat,
Dextrin

Allergens: Malted Barley,
Wheat
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A modern West Coast IPA. Easy but assertive bitterness provides the
perfect resting place for layers of pine and tropical fruit to conjure dreams

of the Californian sunset. Not as bitter as the IPAs of yore, but carrying
more heft and less sweetness than more recent iterations, Superfly

continues our mission of creating wonderfully drinkable balanced beers to
be enjoyed by ‘all sorts’.
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SUPERFLY



Available in:
30l Keg – (S connector)

12 x 440ml Cans
24 x 440ml Cans

Hops: Citra, Idaho 7,
Motueka

Malt: Extra Pale, Munich,
Torrefied Oats

Allergens: Malted Barley,
Oats
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A delightfully fruity combination of American and New Zealand hops
bring big citrus and tropical fruit flavours to this dangerously easy to

drink double IPA. We amp everything up for the Last DIPA: more malted
barley, more creamy oats, more punchy hops, and a longer boil all in
order to achieve the most satisfying and complex tasting double IPA.
Once you’ve tried it we are sure it won’t be the last DIPA of ours that

you crave.
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THE LAST DIPA



Hackney Church Brew Co is about more 
than just great beer. It’s about giving back 
to the local community of Hackney in which 
we’re based. By drinking these beers you’re 
helping us do that. Thank you and we hope 
you enjoy them! If you’re in the area make 

sure to visit our Taproom & Brewery:
16-17 Bohemia Place, 

Hackney, E8 1DU 
 

Follow us on social media
@hackneychurchbrewco

www.hackneychurchbrew.co

sales@hackneychurchbrew.co
0203 795 8295

For our core range I made it my mission to create beers 
that are both accessible and full of flavour. For me it’s all 

about balance. These beers taste like beer. There’s no 
messing about. Just quality ingredients simply combined 
and brewed with care and attention before being given 

the time they need for the perfect conditioning. 

Alongside these core beers will be an exciting range of 
seasonal specials, exploring a wider variety of flavours 
and styles – some classic, some more unusual, but most 

importantly - all delicious. I truly hope to create ‘beer 
for all sorts’ and am sure you will find something to 

your taste, whether you are drinking with friends in our 
beautiful taproom, in your favourite corner of the local 

boozer, or at home with a can in front of the telly.

A WORD FROM OUR 
HEAD BREWER:

TO ORDER:


